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Research Objectives:
It is known that cancer patients showing psychosocial risk factors (e.g. 
social isolation, depression, anxiety) are at increased risk for not only 
worsened quality of life, but also poorer survival (1–3). Psychosocial 
oncology psychiatrists aim to address these needs, but these needs often 
go undetected, leading to underutilization (4-5). We aim to produce a 
natural language processing (NLP) model to automatically predict 
psychosocial needs from physician documents, such as the initial 
consultations dictated by medical oncologists, so that these needs can be 
detected and addressed earlier. 

We are unaware of previous work addressing this question, though 
predictive models have been used on cancer data (6) and using NLP 
methods on clinical documents in other areas of psychiatry (7).

Methods:
We are using the documents of patients who completed the Psychosocial 
Screen for Cancer (PSSCAN) questionnaire at the start of their cancer 
care, which records anxiety, depression, suicidality, and social isolation 
symptoms. We are training NLP models on these data to predict PSSCAN 
scores. This will train the NLP artificial intelligence to “read” physician 
documents and predict the psychological needs. Once trained, the model 
can be used on patients who have not completed the questionnaire, or at 
time points throughout their cancer care. 

Interim Results:
Our project is currently in progress. We have obtained and cleaned the 
data and are now starting to build and train the models. We are also using 
the datasets to learn other interesting facts about this patient population 
and their treatment and outcomes. 
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Psychiatrists see only a fraction of 
Expected Patients at BC Cancer

Current Access Possible Unmet Need

Currently, psychiatrists at BC Cancer see around 2% 
of patients, while prior studies have estimated around 
12% of patients have major psychiatric illness8, and 
even higher numbers have some psychological 
symptoms

Psychiatric Illness and Risk Factors 
are Associated with Worse Survival

The above is an example from recent, unpublished 
work by Ho et al showing decreased survival for 
patients who have lost a spouse. Other work shows 
similar effects of mental illness and other risk factors. 
This presents the possibility that better access to 
psychiatry and other mental health providers may 
improve survival. 

Other Cancer Physicians Sometimes 
Miss Psychological Symptoms

59,800 patients

1,122,471 documents

Anonymized examples of sentences from 
medical oncologist dictations that had no 
mention of considering psychiatric referral. 
Predicting symptoms may allow more prompt 
referrals and access to mental health care.

Bob reports drinking 6 
beers a day

Since her daughter’s 
diagnosis, Sue has been 
very stressed

Our dataset contains a large number of documents 
from almost all BC Cancer patients over a five year 
period. A large number of documents helps 
performance of machine learning techniques 

Our Dataset Neural Methods for Prediction from Text

Modern methods allow words, sentences, and 
documents to be used by neural networks to 
make predictions.
Figure by Bofin Babu from this website

Use Model to Predict Mental Health Symptoms

We will train the model based on symptoms 
questionnaires patients fill out. This will allow the 
models to then predict symptoms from any dictation 
document at any time point. 

https://medium.com/analytics-vidhya/hierarchical-attention-networks-d220318cf87e
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